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Something is wrong with the Beacon estate.Kim and Julian try to adjust to their new home, but

reminders of the previous owners are many. For Kim, it's difficult not to fixate on the mysterious

disappearance of the house's last tenants and she quickly grows obsessed with learning more

about them. All the while, the house's quirks and flaws become more than just an annoyance.

They're becoming frightening.The strange door in the basement, which had been wallpapered over

so as to keep it hidden, has opened of its own accord. The dead woods outside, though barren of

animal life, seem to come alive at night with curious, masked onlookers. Kim feels like she's losing

her mind and Julian is unsympathetic. What is it that ails her? Is the stress of the move merely

wreaking havoc on her mind, or is she being plagued by something more sinister?Kim begins to

gather clues, digs deep to find answers to the questions that keep her up at night. The more she

pieces things together however, the less she wishes she knew.The Borderland is the second

novella in the Black Acres serial by Ambrose Ibsen. It is approximately 23,000 words and contains

adult language, scenes of horror and a cliffhanger ending. Reader discretion is heavily advised.
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Too clichÃ©, unless of course they meant for the main character female to be stupid, weak, whiny,

pathetic and the main character male to be completely unobservant, unfeeling, ignorant and

clueless. I mean if your Realtor is also close friends of the couple that went missing AND he also

wants answers as to what happened to his lifelong friends, would you with old two mysterious

pictures, a hidden door, a babies room with a freaky journal about how a wolf brought them a baby,

( when they weren't supposed to have a child), a small grave, and a light post in themiddle of

nowhere? No! Any reasonable person who just bought a home would demand an explanation or

their money back. And since only one other person had the key, aforementioned Realtor, wouldn't

you at least call and ask if he had been by when the doors were all open and the lights on? Come

on! It's turning into idiocy and void fill. I may get over my irritation and try the next book, but I'm so

annoyed I'm going to read a few other books first.

This series gets better with each Book. Honestly some parts are so spooky I get the willies as I

read. Late at night by ones self is really not the time to read this series. I did this and kept having to

go into my sisters bedroom. Needless to say I have been cut off and now read during the day. This

book is well written and flows well and the characters are entertaining. Worth the read.

I think these novellas would have made a great book. Just as you get to a good part, you are sent to

the next. I would give more stars if these novellas were put together. Creepy reading. On to the

next.

I'm enjoying the trilogy so far and I cannot wait to read the next one. The characters really

developed in this second book. Full of atmosphere, mystery, and thrills!

Suspenseful. I'm just loving this series. Can't wait to find out more of what is going on and what's

going to happen
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